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Self-timed (ST) circuits [11, 12, 13, 14] are naturally
redundant and use the redundant encoding as fault-tolerant
synchronous circuits do. So they are immune to the some
types of faults to a considerable degree. But in addition, they
indicate the outputs of all their cells, thus providing higher
fault-tolerance compared to the synchronous analogs.

Abstract—the paper discusses a fault-tolerance problem for
digital integrated circuits. Due to their properties, self-timed
circuits, unlike synchronous counterparts, are immune
towards the greater part of the short-term logical faults.
Indication of an illegal state of the dual-rail signal as second
spacer increases fault-tolerance of the combinational selftimed circuits up to 82%. Self-timed triggers, due to their
indication features, are immune to 44% logical faults. The use
of special methods of doubling transistors and bistable cells,
which are the basis of the self-timed triggers, enhances their
fault-tolerance up to 80%.
Keywords—fault-tolerance;
indication; diphase.

I.

self-timed

circuits;

Due to their diphase discipline and indication, ST circuits
already solve a number of the fault-tolerance problems. We
had made sure of this designing our ST projects, for example
[11, 14]. The increased complexity (two times as much in
comparison to non-fault-resisted synchronous circuits) is a
penalty for this. An objective of the paper is to prove the
natural soft fault resistance of the ST circuits and to offer the
additional techniques that allow for increasing soft faulttolerance of the ST circuits.

spacer;

INTRODUCTION

Due to a number of destabilizing reasons (noise on the
supply buses and signal wires, radiation, heavy charged
particles (HCP), protons, neutrons, etc.) CMOS integrated
circuits are prone to logical faults. The most frequently
appeared logical faults are the following effects [1]:

II.

FEATURES OF THE ST CIRCUITS

ST circuits are ideologically resisted to the most part of
the short-term single failures due to their fundamental
properties:

• Short-term single transient event (SET), resulting in
"false" pulses in the logical nets;

• Redundant dual-rail signal coding;
• Diphase work discipline;

• Single event upset (SEU).

• Indication of the end of all switches in the circuit.

The various architectural and circuit techniques are used
for fault (SET and SEU) prevention.

Dual-rail encoding consists in converting each data
signal into dual-rail signal (DRS), which has two work states
("01" and "10"), and one spacer state (zero "00" or unit
"11"). An "anti-spacer" (AS), which is opposed to spacer
state, is considered as prohibited in the traditional ST
circuits. An indication of the classic ST circuits perceives
AS as work state and promotes its distribution through the
circuit. AS should never appear during normal operation of
the ST circuits.

At the architectural level of the computational
synchronous circuits, a fault-tolerance is provided by a
redundancy of the functional units or the entire system [2],
by using noise resistant (redundant) codes [3, 4] and some
other methods.
The schematic methods include designing cell circuits
having enhanced resistance to the single event effects (SEE)
at a transistor level [5]. For example, diphase logical cells
[6], dual interlocked storage cells (DICE) [7], doubling all
transistors in the circuit diagram [8], using additional gates
for SET prevention [9], and some others [10]. All of these
solutions are based on doubled or redundant implementation
of the circuit logic functions. But none of them provides full
protection against single failures. We can only speak about
the degree of the fault-tolerance.

Diphase work discipline does not allow the subsequent
ST circuits for processing data generated by a source ST
unit until all its information outputs has switched to a new
work state after spacer phase. Therefore, if the duration of
short-term transition of any cell output into a state that does
not match the inputs of this cell is less than the time of
generating new work state at the outputs of the entire circuit,
this fault will be "masked" by ST circuit work discipline.
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The physical reason of the logical faults consists in the
EHP generation in the semiconductor bulk when HCP,
proton, or neutron with sufficiently high energy interacts
with silicon. In a high electric field, electrons and holes are
separated. They move in different directions, creating the
current pulse. Ionization current can change the output
parasitic capacitance charge of the failed cell to a level
sufficient to switch another cell connected to the failed cell.

Experiments and calculations [15, 16] show that a single
logical failure in a combinational circuit can last from
picoseconds to a few nanoseconds, and depends on several
factors:
• Number of the electron-hole pairs (EHP) generated in
semiconductor bulk by an ionization process caused
by a fault reason (HCP, proton, neutron, etc.);
• Supply voltage;

The effective diameter of HCP track does not exceed one
micrometer [15]. In 65-nm CMOS process, this area covers a
layout region containing the drains and sources of the
transistors of the same type or of a different types belonging
to two or more standard cells. Fig. 1 shows 65-nm layout
fragment including four NOR2 cells. The layout is
symmetric. N-CMOS transistors occupy the central part; pCMOS transistors occupy left and right sides. Dotted circles
A1-A4 show possible locations of the effective diameter of
HCP track. It is obvious that one HCP cannot selectively
affect, for example, only n-type transistors in one cell and
only p-type transistors in another cell at the same time. It
always affects either transistor drains of the same type in the
adjacent cells (A1, A3, A4), or the various type drains of the
transistors, but also in a few neighboring cells
simultaneously (A2). Therefore, the impact of HCP on the
structure of neighboring cells proves to be symmetric. In a
case of more complex standard cells, HCP may affect only
one cell.

• Potentials in the areas adjacent to the ionization
track;
• Physical properties of the doped semiconductor
regions.
In the sub-micron technologies (65 nm and below) the
duration of a logical failure repeatedly overwrites the switch
delays of the circuit cells. It is comparable with a clock
period in the synchronous circuits and with an operation
cycle length (work phase plus spacer phase) in the ST
circuits. The risk of a logical failure in the ST circuits also
depends on a time of an appearance of the fault inside the ST
circuit operation cycle.
III.

CRITICAL FAULTS IN THE COMBINATIONAL ST
CIRCUITS

The following faults are potentially critical for the
operation of the ST circuits:
1) Fault in the work phase, which led to the switching
of any DRS into AS;
2) Fault in the spacer phase before an indication output
confirms the end of circuit transition into this spacer
phase, which led to switching any DRS into work
state that is inverse in relation to its state in the
previous work phase;
3) Fault in spacer phase after indication output
confirms the end of the circuit transition into spacer,
which led to switching some DRS into any work
state.

Fig. 1.Effective diameters of HCP track in 65-nm layout

Case 2 is equivalent to a premature switching DRS into
work phase during transiting entire ST circuit to spacer state.
This causes one or more of the following consequences:
a)

Thus, one HCP can cause an ionization current in several
adjacent cells, but this current will have the same direction
in all these cells. So the voltage changes at the output of the
adjacent failed cells will have the same polarity. Reduction
of the design rules decreases layout area of the cells
proportionally, and the effective diameter of the HCP track
will also cover both types transistor drains in a few adjacent
cells.

Indication output of the ST circuit does not switch to
the spacer, and then waits for the fault termination
followed by switching failed DRS into spacer. This
means a delay of the switching this ST circuit to
spacer, and the possible incorrect work state
generation at the circuit outputs;

When the cells driving DRS have sufficiently close
layout locations, HCP impact will be symmetric and will not
cause the generation of the opposite logic levels at the
outputs of these cells. Consequently, the faults in the work
phase leading to switching DRS into work state that is
opposite to the expected one do not appear practically in the
chips fabricated by CMOS processes with design rules of 65
nm and below.

b) Indication output of the ST circuit switches to the
spacer, but as a result of the failure some of the
external outputs schemes may switch after that into
unexpected work state.
Case 3 is similar to the case 2(b).
A fault in the work phase, which has caused switching
DRS into work state that is opposite to an expected one, is
also critical. It does not break the phase sequence in ST
circuit, but generates an incorrect work state of the
information outputs. Such fault is not detected by an
indication subcircuit, because the DRS state turns out to
correspond the current phase of the ST circuit. However, the
probability of such failure is extremely small, as this requires
that both cells forming the DRS have to switch into the state,
which is opposite to an expected one in the work phase.

Masking AS improves the fault-tolerance of ST circuits.
It is based on a DRS fault-tolerant discipline where AS is
also considered as a spacer state. Note, AS state is not valid
as usual in contrast with [17]. We only expect it as a possible
result of a logical fault, and are ready to indicate it as second
spacer to prevent a malfunction. To indicate two spacers
("00" and "11"), an "equivalence" or "exclusive OR" cells
are used. A problem of the logic function monotony for
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4) Appearance of the AT state at the BSC outputs in its
work phase after switching trigger's indication
output to corresponding value;

these cells, which is an obligatory in the ST circuits, is
solved by using pass transistors in their implementation as
Fig. 2 shows.

5) Appearance of the AT state at the BSC outputs in its
spacer phase before switching trigger's indication
output to corresponding value;
6) Appearance of the AT state at the BSC outputs in its
spacer phase after switching trigger's indication
output to corresponding value.
In case 1, the trigger's information outputs are no longer
supported by the outputs of first trigger's BSC and not
controlled by its indicator. Therefore, incorrect trigger state
will be considered as correct one by the followers.
In case 2, a fault will disallow followers for using
trigger's information outputs during work phase in the
latches and during spacer phase in the flip-flops. In opposite
phases of these triggers it will allow for using trigger's
information outputs before their update.

Fig. 2. CMOS implementation of monotone "equivalence" function

So, the usage and indication of the double spacer allows
for preventing all logical faults that cause the appearance of
AS in the combinational ST circuits thus increasing their soft
fault-tolerance. A penalty for such increase is unessential:
six CMOS transistors instead of four ones in the indication
cell that forms first level of an indication subcircuit.
IV.

In case 3, a fault will initiate unexpected switching
trigger's indicator to that value, as if the BSC really has
switched over its work state. If then the active levels of
inputs the BSC will be removed (when switching BSC to
spacer phase), BSC may turn into a multivibrator.

CRITICAL FAULTS IN THE ST TRIGGERS

In case 4, a long enough failure can lead to BSC
transformation to the multivibrator when it switches to
spacer phase. A fault in the cases 5 and 6 may results in the
same effect.

ST triggers are based on the bistable cells (BSC)
consisting of a logical cell pair with the crisscross
connections. BSC outputs form the bi-phase signal that does
not have a spacer. However, it has one transit (dynamic,
short-term) state, through which the BSC switches from one
static work state to another work state.

Under certain conditions, the following faults can also
become critical:

When generating the correct sequence of the BSC inputs,
its outputs at any given time are in one of three states: work
("10" or "01") or transit ("00" for BSC on NOR cells or "11"
for BSC on NAND cells). A state that is opposite to transit
state ("anti-transit", AT) never occurs at the absence of the
faults.

7) Switching input BSC to an opposite state at its
spacer phase before appearing spacer value at the
trigger's indication output;
8) Switching input BSC to an opposite state at its
spacer phase after appearing spacer value at the
trigger's indication output;

BSC in the work phase switches its outputs in
accordance with its inputs, and in the spacer phase stores its
state. Fault may lead to irreversible consequences, if it
would cause switching BSC into an opposite work state.
BSC has cross-feedback, due to which the fault in one cell of
the BSC may lead to failure switching second cell of the
BSC if there are no active levels at the information and
control inputs of the BSC.

9) Premature indication output switching to a value
corresponding to the current phase of the trigger;
10) Appearance of the AT state at the BSC outputs in its
work phase after switching trigger's indication
output to the value corresponding to the current
phase of the trigger.
A failure occurred in spacer phase of an input BSC
(cases 7 and 8) will prove critical in the latches, regardless of
the trigger's indication output value, if their followers are
allowed for using trigger outputs in its spacer phase. The
same fault in ST flip-flops will always be critical because it
won't be fixed in the input BSC, as trigger's indication
output does not compare its inputs and outputs in this phase.
This will lead to writing erroneous information to second
BSC driving trigger's information output.

A peculiarity of the ST triggers comparing to
combinational circuits is reflected in their indication. It
analyzes not only the BSC outputs, but also its inputs. It is
based on checking direct correspondence between its inputs
and outputs in the work phase. Therefore, not all faults are
critical.
Only the following faults are critical:
1) Switching output BSC in the flip-flops to the
opposite state before transition of its indication
output into a work value;

Case 9 is critical only when the fault has led to premature
switching indication output either to its work value in the
latches or to its spacer in the flip-flops when trigger's
information outputs are updating their state. Thus trigger
falsely declares the validity of its outputs and allows
followers for using it. In practical circuits, a transition delay
of the followers can mask this fault because it does not
prevent switching information outputs of the trigger to the
correct state, though with some delay in relation to the
indication output.

2) Switching indication output to a value that doesn't
match the current phase of the trigger;
3) Appearance of the AT state at the BSC outputs in its
work phase before switching trigger's indication
output to corresponding value;
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Case 10 under certain conditions is also critical because
it initiates premature switching trigger's indicator to the
value corresponding to the next phase of the trigger
operation.

[3]
[4]

To resume, if a fault will occur in the BSC work phase,
when a state of the BSC outputs is actively supported by the
BSC inputs, and it will not cause a trigger transition to the
next phase or prevent such transition, then BSC inputs will
recover the correct state of the BSC after disappearing this
fault reason. However, if the failure will happen in the
spacer phase of the BSC when it stores its state, the
disappearance of fault reason won't cause recovering right
state of the BSC.

[5]

[6]

[7]

Analysis shows that ST triggers mask 44% of the faults
due to their features. The fault-tolerance level of the ST
triggers can be improved up to combinational circuit faulttolerance level due to both the circuitry and layout design
methods (for example, DICE [7, 18]) and the usage of the
ST triggers with the DRS information outputs.

[8]

DICE technique increases fault-resistance of the
synchronous memory cells and triggers due to doubled
hardware and special circuit and layout design. It is also
available in ST triggers providing their additional faultresistance. This technique as well as some other special
methods of doubling transistors and bistable cells, which are
the basis of the self-timed triggers, enhances their faulttolerance up to 80%.
V.

[9]

[10]

[11]

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Peculiarities of organization and functioning of the ST
circuits allow them for resisting many of the reasons of a
single failure occurrence and for masking short-term logical
faults even without using special circuit techniques: up to
82% in combinational ST circuits and up to 44% in ST
trigger circuits. This feature is provided by the increased
complexity (two times as much in comparison to non-faultresisted synchronous circuits). But such doubling complexity
is not dramatic as the fault-resisted synchronous circuits with
similar features also require more hardware resources.

[12]

[13]

The usage of the DICE-like approach for implementing
ST triggers at circuitry and layout level will provide an
additional increase of the fault-tolerance of the ST triggers
up to 80%.

[14]

Due to "immunity" of ST circuits to the most soft fault
reasons and their workability in a wide range of operating
conditions, the usage of ST circuits improves fault-tolerance
of the digital hardware.

[15]

[16]

Additional increase of the fault-tolerance is achieved by
using ternary logic [19]. This allows for reducing cross-noise
level due to replacing each DRS by corresponding bipolar
signal. Such approach decreases total number of the nets, but
requires more complex circuitry for logic and indication.
Our following study will be devoted to this problem.

[17]

[18]
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